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By Hans B. Falkena

Athena Press. Paperback. Condition: New. 68 pages. Dimensions: 7.8in. x 4.9in. x 0.3in.Hans Falkenas
fascinating essay on the human condition sparkles like a string of diamonds in a beam of light. With
its many references to ethology, philosophy, poetry, music and classical literature, this carefully
wrought Kulturschrift appeals to our senses as well as our modern minds. This is clearly civilised
work, though the chapters address life in the raw. The author compares our anxieties and lusts - for
gain, sex, territory and blood - with those of wild beasts, especially tigers, which he obviously loves.
The weaker elements of society are contrasted with the power-seekers and imperators of our
corporations and states. At times briskly survivalist - even totalitarian - and at others sublimely
lyrical or winningly humorous, Hans Falkena offers the consolation of old age in his delicately
teasing and exquisitely pleasing description of creative thought. And where better to start than with
BANKING ON HAPPINESS. This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from
Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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Absolutely essential study book. It normally is not going to charge excessive. I am delighted to inform you that this is basically the finest ebook we have
study during my very own lifestyle and can be he greatest publication for at any time.
-- Dr . Willis Pa ucek II--  Dr . Willis Pa ucek II

Unquestionably, this is the very best operate by any author. it had been writtern extremely flawlessly and beneficial. You can expect to like the way the
blogger publish this publication.
-- Am er ica  Glea son-- Am er ica  Glea son
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